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Abstract. A multi-scale model is presented that captures the experimentally observed behaviour of electroluminescence (EL) in carbon nanotube field-effect transistors (CNFETs) under ambipolar bias conditions, namely variations in mobile EL intensity, localized EL at a contact, and localized EL at a charge defect. A full, quantum mechanical approach is used to describe tunneling and thermionic emission at the contacts, and the drift-diffusion equations, with a field dependent mobility, are used for transport in the long devices (CN length $\geq 10\mu$m). We find that contact-localized EL is only present when the height of the Schottky barrier at the ends of the CN favours the injection of one type of carrier. Charge defects on the CN surface also lead to localized EL, which is present only under certain bias conditions.
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1. Introduction

Electroluminescence (EL) from carbon nanotube field-effect transistors (CNFETs) has recently been demonstrated [1–5]. Initial reports on EL were of a mobile light spot with a width of $\approx 5\mu m$ that could be positioned longitudinally along the CN by varying the gate bias [1, 2]. The intensity of this mobile luminescence increased as the spot neared the contacts [2]. Most recently, localized luminescence at a contact and at defect sites has been reported [3]. Both free-carrier recombination and exciton relaxation have been proposed as possible radiation mechanisms. In this paper, we present a multi-scale model in which only free-carrier, band-to-band recombination is considered, but which is able to predict all of the experimentally observed EL phenomena in non-looping CNs.

Light spot mobility in long-channel devices under ambipolar bias conditions has been modeled by Tersoff et al. using a simple analytic drift-current expression that assumes a negligible recombination length [6]. That model captures the movement of the emission spot but fails to account for the peaking in intensity of the mobile emission near the contacts. Guo et al. solved the drift-diffusion, continuity and Poisson equations self-consistently, but did not investigate many of the observed EL effects [7]. The model presented in this work improves on other models in that it does not assume a negligible recombination length [6]; it uses a full quantum mechanical treatment for carrier injection, rather than a WKB approximation for tunneling and thermionic emission [7]; and it uses a field-dependent mobility, rather than an arbitrary, constant mobility [7]. By using a Schottky-barrier (SB) height for the source and drain contacts that is more appropriate to the palladium contacts used experimentally [2, 3], localized emission at one contact can be predicted. Introduction of a charged defect in the tube, which obviously will affect the electrostatics [8], is also shown to create a site of localized emission, as reported in [3].

2. Model

Although the experimental devices are planar [2, 3], we follow the approach of Guo et al. and evaluate co-axial structures [7], due to their relative ease of simulation [9]. The simulation space is shown below in figure 1 and is closed by null-Neumann boundaries. The length of the contacts $l_{sd}$ is chosen to be sufficiently large as to minimize the error introduced by these non-physical boundary conditions [10].

A multi-scale model is required because the transport of interest is both quantum mechanical and classical in nature. At the SB source and drain contacts, quantum mechanical tunneling and reflection occurs, while transport in the long CN channel ($l_{cn} \geq 10\mu m$) is diffusive in nature. Further, the acoustical phonon mean free path is on the order of 300nm, which suggests that approximating the carriers involved in long-range transport as being thermalized is appropriate [11]. Therefore, the model presented in this paper combines solvers for the effective-mass Schrödinger wave equation (SWE) and the drift-diffusion and continuity equations (DDE/CE). The effective-mass is taken
from a fit to the band structure, as obtained from the nearest-neighbour tight-binding approximation [12]. In the region near the contact, where quantum mechanical tunneling and thermionic emission are significant, the solution to the SWE gives a transmission probability. The interface currents are computed from the Landauer equation for the case of a single, doubly-degenerate band (e.g. electrons at the source). For the thermionic emission current,

\[
I_{\text{TE}} = -\frac{4q}{\hbar} \int_{E_c(0)}^{E_{\text{max}}} T(E) \left( f_{\mu_S}(E) - f_{\phi_N}(E) \right) dE
\]

where \( T(E) \) is the transmission probability, \( \mu_S \) refers to the source Fermi level, and \( \phi_N \) is the electron quasi-Fermi level, which is obtained self-consistently from our solver. The SB at the CN-contact interface is treated phenomenologically via the difference between the metal work function and the CN electron affinity [12]. The energy range in this example is taken to extend above the barrier from the conduction band edge at the CN-contact interface \( E_c(0) \) to a maximum energy chosen to capture all significant carriers \( (E_{\text{max}} = \mu_S + 20kT) \).

The tunneling current can be conveniently incorporated into our multi-scale model by representing it as a generation rate, as described in [13] and adapted as follows (the electron case is given as an example here, however only minor modifications are necessary to treat holes): transforming the continuity equation,

\[
G_{\text{TUN},n}(z) = -\frac{1}{q} \nabla \cdot J_{\text{TUN},n} = \frac{dJ_{\text{TUN},n}}{dE} \cdot \nabla \psi,
\]

the generation rate \( G_{\text{TUN},n} \) can be expressed in terms of the gradient of the tunneling current with respect to energy \( E = -q\psi \) and the gradient of the potential on the CN surface \( \nabla \psi \). Using the Landauer equation for the tunneling current, we obtain an expression for the generation rate that depends on the transmission probability \( T(E) \) obtained from the SWE solution,

\[
G_{\text{TUN},n}(z) = -\frac{4q}{\hbar} T(E_c(z)) \left[ f_{\mu_S}(E_c(z)) - f_{\phi_N}(E_c(z)) \right] \frac{d\psi}{dz},
\]
where conduction band energy $E_c(z)$ links energy and position. The situation for the currents at the injecting contact is illustrated in figure 2.

The electrostatic potential for the CNFET is supplied by the Poisson equation, which takes its charge input from the tunneling generation rates $G_{\text{TUN}}$ and the DDE/CE solutions $n$ and $p$, where the thermionic emission current is used as a Neumann boundary condition. Thus, the the iterative solution involves the SWE, DDE/CE and the Poisson equation, but any injected charge that does not contribute directly to the current, i.e., evanescent solutions to the SWE, is not considered. In addition, the contacts are assumed to be ideal sources/sinks of carriers.

The recombination of electrons and holes is related to the current density on the CN surface by the continuity equations,

\begin{equation}
\frac{1}{q} \nabla \cdot \mathbf{J}_n = R - G_{\text{TUN},n}, \quad \frac{1}{q} \nabla \cdot \mathbf{J}_p = -R + G_{\text{TUN},p} ,
\end{equation}

where the generation terms $G_{\text{TUN}}$ represent the electron ($n$) and hole ($p$) tunneling currents, as described above, and $R$ is the net recombination rate, given by the sum of band-to-band, radiative recombination and band-to-band generation, such that

\begin{equation}
R = B(np - n_i^2).
\end{equation}

The current density $\mathbf{J}$, recombination rate $R$, generation rates $G_{\text{TUN}}$, and carrier concentrations $n$ and $p$ are each position-dependent. In 5, $B$ is the direct radiative recombination velocity. As described in the Results section, we ascribe a constant value
to $B$ based on a fit to experimental data. We do not attempt to explicitly model other recombination mechanisms, such as Auger [14] or exciton relaxation [4,15], that may be operative.

Charge transport is restricted to the CN surface, such that the DDEs and CEs are solved in one dimension. Transport is assumed to be unidirectional in the case of each carrier (i.e., source-injected electrons and drain-injected holes). At the collecting contact, an infinite recombination velocity is assumed. This implies that a Dirichlet boundary is set by the intrinsic carrier concentration $n_i$, for which we ascribe a value using an effective-mass density of states [12].

As there is a significant variation in the electric field along the length of the CN, it is important to include that dependence in the electron and hole mobilities $\mu(E)$. Under low-field conditions, CNs are expected to demonstrate near-ballistic behaviour [16]. Under the influence of larger fields, carrier behaviour is less well understood. Theoretical predictions suggest negative differential mobility may arise from electron transfer between subbands [17,18], and that optical phonons, whose mean-free-path is in the range of 10-100 nm, may be excited [19]. Experimentally, mobilities have been reported between 10 cm$^2$/V-s and 100,000 cm$^2$/V-s [16,20]. An analysis based on electrons scattering by longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons found low-field mobilities in reasonable agreement with the experimental results [17]. This theoretical result is used to describe the mobility of the electrons and holes in the CN channel in this paper. Under the bias conditions used in our simulations, the electric field strength ranges from 0.01-100 kV/cm and mobilities vary from 20,000-20 cm$^2$/V-s.

3. Simulation Method

A damped iterative method is used to seek a convergent numerical solution to the system of equations given in the previous section. The equations are approximated by the finite difference method on a variably-spaced mesh. The Laplace solution is used to initialize the simulation along with an estimate of carrier concentration distributions from a previously converged simulation when available (otherwise, intrinsic carrier concentrations are used). Due to the exponential nature of the equations and their interdependence, convergence is difficult to obtain, and large oscillations in charge tend to destabilize the simulation. To overcome this difficulty, memory was incorporated into the charge estimates $n_k$ and $p_k$ such that

$$n_k = w n_{k-1} + (1 - w) n_{k-2}$$

$$p_k = w p_{k-1} + (1 - w) p_{k-2},$$

where $w$ is a weighting factor (typically, $w = 0.5$) and $k$ is the iteration index. This technique dramatically improves convergence over a wide range of cases without significantly impacting the simulation time. Once the charge residual has reached an intermediate tolerance, e.g., a factor of $10^2$ larger than the final tolerance, the weighting can be shifted to favour the nearest charge estimate to improve convergence.
rates. Updates to the electrostatic potential are obtained by linearizing the potential and computing the difference based on the latest charge estimate. Convergence is obtained when voltage and charge residuals meet specified absolute tolerances. Charge tolerances must be tight enough such that the location where the net charge is zero, i.e. \( Q_{\text{net}} = p - n = 0 \), stabilizes.

4. Results and Discussion

Results are reported that relate to three features of EL observed recently in experimental devices and not described by previous models \([6, 7]\), namely variations in intensity of the mobile luminescence \([2]\), localized light emission at one of the contacts \([3]\), and localized EL at space-charge regions induced by charge defects in the oxide \([3]\). The dimensions of the device shown in figure 1 are chosen to capture the critical characteristics of the experimental devices in \([2, 3]\); these parameters are listed in table 1. In the presentation of these results, the photon emission rate is attributed to the recombination rate \( R \) obtained from self-consistent simulation: we normalize \( R \) to the bandgap energy \( E_g = 0.4 \text{eV} \) (i.e., the emission spectrum), and assume a photon emission efficiency of \( 10^{-4} \) as in an excitonic process \([4]\). A constant drain current (0.2\( \mu \text{A} \) in our simulations) was maintained while \( V_{\text{DS}} \) and \( V_{\text{GS}} \) were varied, consistent with the biasing scheme of the experimental work \([2]\). \( B \) was determined by fitting the width of the simulated luminescence peak to the experimental result at the half-power level as shown in figure 3. The source-drain bias voltages employed in these simulations range from 0.5–2.5V, leading to reduced carrier concentrations in the channel when compared to those expected for the biases used in the experiments \([2, 3]\). Evidence of this is seen in the lowered drain current: \( I_D = 0.2 \mu \text{A} \) in simulations compared to \( I_D \approx 18 \mu \text{A} \) in experiments \([2]\). Comparisons of absolute intensities of photon emission are confounded by the reduced-dimension approach of the simulations as well as by variations between experimental designs, however some relative measures may be evaluated, as described below.

4.1. Mobile Electroluminescence

We begin by noting that the recombination term \( R \) (see 5) depends on the charge product \( np \). Luminescence intensity measurements reported in the work of Freitag et al. indicate a peaking of emission as the light spot approaches the contact \([2]\). In their work, the authors suggest that this may be from injected carriers at higher energies that scatter and emit photons at energies greater than the bandgap. Simulations using our multi-scale model demonstrate that this peaking, as shown in figure 4, can result solely from the consideration of ambipolar transport. While the shift in the bias (lowering \( V_{\text{GS}} \) relative to \( V_{\text{DS}} \)) increases the population of holes relative to the populations of electrons, the low mobility in the high-field region near the contact, coupled with the continued presence of electrons, leads to a peaking in the intensity of the light spot. Freitag et al.
Table 1. Device parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r_{cn}$ (nm)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{cn}$ (µm)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{ins}$ (nm)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{sd}$ (nm)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{sd}$ (nm)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{gap}$ (nm)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$κ_{ins}$</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chirality</td>
<td>(25,0)</td>
<td>(25,0)</td>
<td>(25,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_g$ (eV)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$φ_{Bp}$ (eV)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Comparision of the simulated emission peak $R$ (solid) with the measured rate (red circles) of [2]. Measured emission is in arbitrary units and its height is scaled so that both peaks have the same value. $B$ is then determined by matching the width of both peaks at half-power (dashed bars).

report that the intensity of mobile luminescence is approximately 20% higher near the contact than at mid-tube [2]. In our simulations, the intensity increases by 14%. Looking at the recombination profile in figure 4, the peak intensity remains constant once the peak location moves more than $≈8$ µm from the contact. In this middle length of the CN, the electric field is low, and the mobility typically reaches its peak value. This is in contrast to the experiments, which relied on much higher biases, and would therefore expect lower mobilities. It is important to note that the simulated recombination rate $R$ is approximately six orders larger than the experimentally observed result for the actual light intensity [2]. When normalized to the bandgap energy and scaled by emission efficiency, the peak simulated emission rate at the mid-channel bias point compares well
to the experimental result: it is a factor of four smaller than reported in [2].
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**Figure 4.** Simulated photon emission rate under varying bias, constant current \( (I_D = 0.2\mu A) \) for device 1 (see table 1). Emission efficiency is assumed to be \( 10^{-4} \) [4] and the result is normalized to the bandgap energy \( E_g = 0.4\text{eV} \). Central bias point (peak #1 at \( z = 25\mu m \)) \( V_{DS} = 2 \times V_{GS} = 2.3V \). Second and third highlighted curves (near \( z = 5\mu m \)) illustrate emission peaking (peak #5, \( V_{DS} = 2.183 \times V_{GS} = 2.286\text{V} \)) and decay as device operation become more unipolar (peak #7, \( V_{DS} = 2.703 \times V_{GS} = 2.141\text{V} \)).

4.2. Fixed Bright Spot at Contact

To consider the effects of the contacts on the luminescence profiles, we vary the SB height at the contacts to make the device more unipolar in operation (as in device 2, table 1), such that the CNFET operates as a p-type device, with \( \phi_{BP} = 0.05\text{eV} \). Our simulations show a localized luminescence with high intensity that develops at the drain contact, as shown in figure 5. Injection of holes at the drain forms a large positive charge that pulls the bands down sharply. This creates an electric field that retards the exit of electrons from the device at the drain. The pile up of both types of carriers enhances recombination, resulting in a strong emission peak. A representative band diagram and charge profile are shown in figure 6. This contact-related phenomenon is very strong, and persists even when more gate control of the electrostatics is introduced by thinning the oxide (device 2, table 1). It is important to note that as the bias is varied, we continue to observe the motion of the mobile light spot in the manner outlined previously. The intensity of the mobile light spot remains similar to that previously reported, while the bright spot at the contact is approximately a factor of six larger in intensity.

Varying results on localized luminescence at a contact have been reported, including the absence of such a persistent bright-spot [2]. We did not observe persistent EL at a contact when representing the SB with a barrier height equal to half the bandgap [7]. Our observance of contact-localized EL with a lower \( \phi_{BP} \) suggests that the phenomenological modeling of the contact as a simple barrier may need improvement. Such SB models have proven adequate at capturing a broad range of electronic effects,
Figure 5. Bright, fixed-location emission peak at the drain contact for a p-type device ($\phi_B = 0.05eV$ for holes). Constant current $I_D = 0.2\mu A$, $V_{DS} = 1.42 \times V_{GS} = 0.665V$ at the bias point 1. Recombination profile shows the varying position of the mobile light spot ($z = 0 - 5 \mu m$) as well as the persistent bright emission at the drain ($z = 10 \mu m$).

Figure 6. Energy bands (a) and carrier density (b) for bias point 1 (figure 5, $V_{DS} = 1.42 \times V_{GS} = 0.665V$). Energy bands (a) show strong band bending at drain, creating a barrier to electrons exiting the CN (see inset, (a)), causing pile-up. The low barrier to holes ($\phi_{BP} = 0.05eV$) leads to significant hole injection and a large recombination rate. Corresponding carrier density profile (b) showing electrons (blue, left) and holes (green, right).

and have proved valuable in device modelling when exploring the performance limits of proposed devices [9,21,22]. However, the strength of the contact-localized EL observed in this model depends strongly on the SB height, and this may offer a means to better characterize the contact-CN interface.

In comparison with the experimental devices of Freitag et al., we note that both palladium and palladium with a titanium adhesion layer were used as contacts [2, 3]. Titanium contacts would form a small positive barrier to holes, similar to the $\phi_B$ used in these simulations, while palladium on its own would induce a negative barrier to holes, enhancing the observed effect [23]. Previous experimental work suggested that
the barrier heights to both electrons and holes were significantly reduced when titanium contacts were used due to barrier thinning from strong electric fields [24]. Further simulations at a range of barrier heights indicate that, under the bias conditions used, a fixed bright peak is present for $\phi_B \lesssim 0.1$eV. This of course is dependent upon the magnitude of the gate-induced electric field and the separation between the gate and source/drain contacts, which, in turn, influence the thickness of the tunneling barrier.

4.3. Fixed Bright Spot at Defects

A fixed-point defect was simulated by introducing a charge of $+0.2e$ on the surface of the CN at distance of 6$\mu$m from the source contact (device 3, table 1). The EL results are shown in figure 7a, from which it is clear that, in addition to the usual mobile EL, fixed EL appears at the defect site once certain bias conditions are met. In our simulations of defect-localized EL, the Zener effect is not considered as a possible means for electron excitation, neither is impact excitation of excitons from the strong field, as was proposed in [3]. Here, the p-type defect creates an electron trap (figure 7c), therefore we would expect that a hole-dominant bias would be required to induce defect-localized EL. As clearly shown in figure 7b, a majority population of holes is required at the defect to observe localized EL. This confirms the requirement of polarity from [3], however, in our model, the EL is solely a by-product of radiative free-carrier band-to-band recombination in a diffusive system.

On the surface of the CN, the charge defect causes band-bending, which acts as a trap for carriers. From the plot of the carrier distribution (figure 7b), we observe a strong peak in the electron density at the defect due to carrier trapping, as expected. With the mobile light spot beginning at the drain end ($z = 20\mu$m, figure 7a - bias point 1), electrons are the dominant carrier, and few holes are present in the CN. In this situation, there is no emission at the defect location. As hole injection increases, the mobile light spot moves towards the defect (see bias points 2 to 6, figure 7a), but with no presence of holes near the defect, no stationary, localized EL develops. As the bias is changed to further favour hole injection (green arrow, figure 7d), holes are blocked by the electric field barrier that results from defect-induced band-bending. This forms a region of further positive charge located next to the defect, which then pulls the bands down (black arrow, figure 7d). As the mobile light spot approaches the defect location, electrons trapped at the p-type defect and injected electrons recombine with the growing population of injected holes, leading to the formation of a defect-localized bright spot (see bias points 7 and 8, figure 7a). This localized EL persists as the mobile spot moves past the defect towards the source (see bias points 9-13, figure 7a) due to the strong hole injection and continued presence of electrons at the defect location.
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Figure 7. The presence of a charge defect (positive charge trapped in oxide at CN surface, 6 µm from the source) gives rise to a fixed peak in the recombination rate (a) as the bias varies. The carrier charge profile (b) clearly shows the presence of the defect and the conditions leading to localized EL while the holes are the dominant carriers. Bias points 1 (dot), 8 (solid), and 12 (dash) are shown for electrons (left, blue) and holes (right, green). The band diagram (c) for bias point 12 highlights the effect of the defect on the band-bending, which is shown schematically in (d).

5. Conclusion

From this simulation study of EL from CNFETs using a multi-scale modeling approach, it can be concluded that the experimental observations of mobile EL, the variation in intensity of the mobile EL, fixed EL at one of the contacts, and localized EL at the site of the charge defects can all be described by attributing the EL to the direct, radiative recombination of electrons and holes. Excitonic relaxation has also been proposed as a mechanism for EL [3], but has not been incorporated in this model. The model combines a quantum mechanical approach to compute tunneling and thermionic emission currents at the contacts with a semi-classical formulation to solve long devices operating under diffusive conditions. Evaluating the effect of SB height on contact-localized EL, we conclude that a strong dependence exists, and that the EL appears when the SB height is reduced to less than 0.1 eV. In all simulations, the presence of a mobile peak in EL was observed. Through an understanding of EL behaviour in CNFETs, we are better
positioned to investigate the CN-contact interface and the sensitivity of the device to charge defects through its optical properties, which may lead to novel methods for device evaluation and categorization.
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